Finnair Environmental and Energy Efficiency Policy
Responsible and transparent environmental management is integral to Finnair’s business
agenda and leadership model. By offering the shortest routes from Asia to Europe with our
new aircraft fleet our strategy supports environmentally responsible air travel. Finnair
strives to be among the leading airlines in the sustainable development of the aviation
sector.
The scope of Finnair’s environmental and energy efficiency policy covers our flight
operations and energy usage in our corporate facilities. From our essential business
partners we also require responsible environmental management practices.
We are committed to the airline industry’s common goal of carbon neutral growth from
2020 onwards, and to halve our carbon emissions by 2050 compared to the 2005 level.
We are aware of and responsive to environmental risks and opportunities. We comply with
environmental and energy regulation and legislation while also anticipating developments
in these fields. Retaining and fostering biodiversity is part of our environmental strategy.
We implement environmental management practices in accordance with IEnvA, IATA’s
Environmental Management System, and strive to make the utmost use of the best
practices in the aviation sector. Within our operational management system we set clearly
defined objectives for improving environmental performance and energy efficiency. We
monitor, audit and review our performance as well as collect and analyze data
systematically on our impact to the environment. Our environmental management system
follows the principles of continuous improvement.
We take responsibility for the energy and life cycle planning of our corporate facilities.
Together with our own personnel and other key stakeholders and partners we
continuously seek technical solutions to assess the environmental life cycle impacts of our
corporate facilities associated with construction, repairing and maintenance. Together with
our partners we also investigate possibilities for the deployment of renewable energy. We
strive to exploit the waste from our operations as well as to minimize the release of waste
and harmful substances to the environment. We also proactively map the environmental
concerns and viewpoints of our customers.
With our stakeholders, we conduct an active and open reciprocal dialogue about the
effects of our activities, environmental and energy efficiency related issues, targets and
results.
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